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**RESEARCH INTERNSHIP (M/F/D)**

**Your tasks:**

- Investigate on the state of the art of **automatic labeling** of data in the context of autonomous driving;
- Investigate on **object detection** and **segmentation** from **images** and **lidar** data;
- Search for publicly available **datasets** on the topic;
- **Implement** relevant **machine learning methods**.

**Your profile:**

- **Highly motivated** researcher, interested in learning and sharing knowledge;
- **Master's** student at TUM EI department;
- Familiar with **image segmentation** and **detection** tasks;
- Good background knowledge in **deep learning** and **computer vision**;
- Experience with **object-oriented programming** is desired but not mandatory;
- Familiar with deep learning related implementations in Python and **PyTorch**;
- Good communication and scientific writing skills in **English**.

**Our offer:**

- Knowledge in cutting-edge ML, insightful tech talks and sufficient guidance;
- Flexible working conditions, e.g., home office and free coffee and beverage;
- The opportunity to write research papers and/or pursue a final thesis.

**Did we catch your interest?**

Please submit your application with a detailed CV and a current transcript of records.

**Contact:** Carlos Valle [valle@fortiss.org](mailto:valle@fortiss.org)